Go with a
modern
matt finish
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Give your shed a premium feel
With innovative matt paint technology
you can now add texture and style to your
shed. This finish offers a softer and more
subtle appeal than traditional finishes, as it
works to diffuse the light; making sure your
shed complements your landscaping and
surrounding environment.
Go subtle or go striking
COLORBOND® steel Matt is available in a range of popular
colours. Harmonise with the natural landscape and surrounds
by using subdued (or muted) colours or create depth by using
the more commanding darker neutrals.

Monument®

Basalt®

Surfmist®

Quality steel in a matt finish
COLORBOND® steel Matt stands up to the elements.
Tested for over a decade in harsh Australian environments,
this innovative matt paint technology provides lasting
performance and the ability for you to bring a softer, subtle
look to your home or backyard.

Finished to perfection
For the ultimate finish, choose roller doors and personal
access doors also in COLORBOND® steel Matt. Then consider
a range of other design options such as a monopitch roof and
eaves to finish.

Make the most of matt

The shed looks awesome,

We can help you get the look you’re after. With years of
experience, we know what looks great. Plus, with the help of
our sophisticated design software, we’ll help you make colour,
finish and design choices for a result you’ll be proud of.

than the house!

i t actually looks bet ter
Adam and Kylie, Wendouree VIC
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